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Free as Air is a platform for mobile users. Using this application, user can connect to 

the nearest Wi-Fi hotspot without any cost. They can easily locate the nearest Free As 

Air routers and stay connected to the internet. They can share internet with friends 

and family and also post advertisements.
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Public Wi-Fi hotspots.

Share own personal Wi-Fi Hotspots.

Smart Hotel, City, and Country search available.

Map Navigation.

Real time customer support.

Project Features

Customer Overview



Problem Statement
The 2g and 3g internet is the most preferred mode of internet usage by many people. But it is 

also very expensive especially for those people who run on a tight budget. They need 

something that is easy on the pocket. 

Also public Wi-Fi is free and available at most places but there is a catch, after a certain time 

the internet access becomes limited and most importantly there are many hassles and costs 

associated with setting up a public Wi-Fi.

Free Wi-Fi internet service by Free as Air is the answer to these problems.

CIS Solution
It becomes difficult to keep inserting different login details every time one changes net access 

in public spots. Free as Air application keeps everything simple, all one needs to do is create a 

login id, open the Wi-Fi and the app will connect the user to the nearby hotspot. The 

application provides free and safe internet usage without any hidden costs. It offers direct 

connectivity to Wi-Fi internet and completely safe and secure internet connection with 

premium speed. Free as Air also helps with marketing and promotion of a business through

advertisements.

Challenges While Implementation
Ensuring Wi-fi connectivity for all android devices and OS versions and automatic Wi-Fi 

connectivity when any free Wi-fi is found were a bit challenging tasks.

Positive Outcome
With Free as Air, one can enjoy safe and secure internet with no charges and avail unlimited 

downloads and usage. It also helps businesses boost their sales and revenues through 

advertisements.
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Gain useful insights into your business with our Business Intelligence & Analytics solutions that have a strong 
backing of our wide-ranging domain expertise and technology skills.
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